
Summer Reads for Preschool and Kindergarten

How to Catch a UnicornHow to Catch a Unicorn
by Adam Wallace
This book combines whimsical
verses and glittery artwork in
the story of a friendly unicorn
who visits his animal friends at
the zoo only to be pursued by
children who want to pet his
rainbow mane.

Believe Me, GoldilocksBelieve Me, Goldilocks
Rocks!Rocks!
by Nancy Loewen
Baby Bear, who wants to be called
Sam, tells the true story of what
happened when he and his
parents went for a walk while their
porridge cooled.

If I Had a GryphonIf I Had a Gryphon
by Vikki VanSickle
Sam, initially unimpressed by
her humble pet hamster,
considers an array of exciting,
fantastical pets that would
ultimately prove to be rather
troublesome.

Interrupting ChickenInterrupting Chicken
by David Ezra Stein
A tale inspired by a favorite joke
follows the antics of a young
chicken, whose discomfiting
habit of interrupting bedtime
stories is corrected in a

whimsical and unexpected way.

Not Quite NarwhalNot Quite Narwhal
by Jessie Sima
Born under the sea to a family
of narwhals, a little unicorn
begins questioning his
differences when a current
sweeps him to the ocean's
surface, where he discovers
other creatures like himself.

Drawn TogetherDrawn Together
by Minh Lê
Struggling throughout a visit with
his grandfather when they cannot
speak each other's language, a
young boy discovers their mutual
love of art and storytelling during
a shared session of drawing that
helps them form a bond beyond
words.

A Big Mooncake forA Big Mooncake for
Little StarLittle Star
by Grace Lin
Reimagines the cycles of the
moon as a mother bakes a Big
Moon Cookie and, despite
Mama's request to wait, Little

Star begins nibbling at it every night.

Anansi the Spider: AAnansi the Spider: A
Tale from the AshantiTale from the Ashanti
by Gerald McDermott
In trying to determine which of
his six sons to reward for saving
his life, Anansi the Spider is
responsible for placing the

moon in the sky.
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